CFA® Exam Review

Smarter Test Prep.
The most effective and efficient study solution for CFA® candidates to help them understand, retain, and master the CFA® program curriculum.

The secret is out. Wiley’s materials are a better way to prep. Whether studying for the Level I or II, thousands of candidates from more than 100 countries have relied on our guides to pass the CFA exam.

Level I and Level II CFA Study Guides
In 5 volumes with over 1,000 easy to use, colour-coded pages these study guides cover each and every Learning Outcome Statement (LOS) across:
✓ Ethics and Professional Standards
✓ Economics
✓ Financial Reporting and Analysis
✓ Corporate Finance, Portfolio Management and Equity
✓ Fixed Income, Derivatives and Alternative Investments.

Eleventh Hour Review Guide
Condensed review books covering all important concepts and formulas to reinforce the learnings and instruction. An essential component of your final review.

To find out more about Wiley CFA Exam Review guides and to order, please contact your Wiley Sales representative now or visit www.efficientlearning.com/cfa.

CFA Institute does not endorse, promote, or warrant the accuracy or quality of the products or services offered by Wiley CFA Exam Review. CFA Institute, CFA®, and Chartered Financial Analyst® are trademarks owned by CFA Institute. Wiley CFA Exam Review is a member of the CFA Institute Prep Provider Guidelines Program.